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- - [Lisa] Good morning everyone. Welcome to our TruHearing select and choice 

webinar. We will be doing a product and technology overview. So welcome. My name 

is Lisa Klop, and I am part of the education and training team with Signia. And I'm 

pleased to present this webinar today. Just a couple of housekeeping items before we 

get started. You'll notice that there is a file share pod in the lower center part of your 

screen that contains a PDF of today's presentation. And that is available for download 

for you to review at your convenience. And then in the lower left-hand corner of your 

screen, there is a questions pod. So during the presentation if you have any questions 

for me, feel free to go ahead and type them there, and we will address them as we 

proceed through the webinar today. We have a lot to cover in the next 30 minutes, so 

let's go ahead and get started.  

 

So this course is being offered for continuing education units for total access online 

members with AudiologyOnline. It is required that you stay logged in for the duration of 

the course in order to be eligible to earn the CEU credit. You also must take the exam 

following the course completion to earn CEU credit. If you have any questions or need 

assistance, we ask that you contact AudiologyOnline at 800-753-2160. We have lots of 

webinars, live and recorded, from Signia on AudiologyOnline. These vary from very 

quick 15-minute webinars, we call these our quick tips. So it's a nice series of webinars 

that go over a specific product or a specific technology. So those are available in 

addition to our webinars for CEU credit. So since we have such a broad range of 

information to cover today, and actually would encourage you to go to AudiologyOnline 

and see our other live and recorded events, and I may actually make some suggestions 

as we go through our webinar today. So after attending this session, you should be 

able to identify new and existing TruHearing Select. And after attending you should 

also be able to identify the features and benefits of TruHearing BTE LI 19, and you 

should also be able to identify the features and benefits of the CROS LI 19. So that 

gives you a little hint of what we have to come. So when we look at hearing 

instruments for our TruHearing Select Program, you're going to have two options, the 
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TruHearing Premium 19 and their TruHearing Advanced 19. So, Premium, Advanced, 

of course, intuitively refers to our technology level, the 19 refers to the platform. When 

we look at our audiological philosophy at Signia, we often build on audiological 

benefits. So that's always been our priority whenever we introduce new platforms, new 

products, new technology. I always like to say our philosophy is hashtag audiology 

first. This began back in 2014 with binax, so this was our platform that introduced the 

e2e Wireless 3.0, providing that high definition sound resolution, and allowed the 

hearing instrument and microphones to binaurally share audio processing. And this 

made possible our narrow directionality, which drove that better hearing than normal in 

difficult listening situations. Then along came primax, so this was around 2016, where 

we added to all of those features and benefits of binax by also adding features that 

redefined the ease of listening.  

 

So by SpeechMaster, HD Music and EchoShield, automatically being able to provide 

that optimal balance of sound quality and audibility, that's tailored to that wearer's 

individual preference. And all of these claims were clinically proven using EEG 

measures. If you're curious about any of our independent research that we've done on 

our platforms, you can find that in the professional section of our website. So all of our 

white papers are easily found there in the scientific library. Then finally, with TruHearing 

19 platform, this is enabled by our very successful Own Voice Processing, providing 

that dedicated processing of the user's own voice. And that helps ensure the highest 

acceptance while maintaining all the audiological benefits because we're able to 

separate those processing paths between the patient's own voice, and what I like to 

call the soundscape or essentially everything else. What's truly unique to the 

TruHearing 19 platform is our connectivity. We are able to provide that wireless 

exchange of information that, drives all of these audiological benefits and provide 

direct streaming. So that actually requires two different technologies. So you have the 

2.4 gigahertz, and then you also have that e2e binaurally link. And this is something 

that's truly unique to this platform. So the natural sounding own voice better than 
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normal hearing is what's being driven by that Ultra HD e2e, that exchange of 

information. And then with our 2.4 gigahertz, we provide that highest quality stereo 

streaming from smartphones and TV. So we have direct streaming of phone calls and 

music for our iOS users. And then we have audio streaming from other Bluetooth 

smartphones via our StreamLine Mic. I would encourage you to take a listen at 

streaming with our StreamLine Mic, the sound quality is really unprecedented. And 

then we have our audio streaming from TV via our StreamLine TV accessory. So if we 

take a little look at the breakdown of the technology, this may be a reviews for some. 

But if we compare the TruHearing Premium 19 versus the TruHearing Advanced 19. So 

looking at Premium first, 48 channels of signal processing, and we're going to give you 

20 handles for frequency response shaping and compression adjustment. Spatial 

SpeechFocus, so this is the ability for the hearing instrument microphones to actually 

have four directions of focus, right, left, front and back. This is automatic in our car and 

is available in some manually accessible programs as well.  

 

Directional speech enhancement, so this is our feature where anytime I have an area of 

focus let's say in the front, we actually look at the area opposite the area of focus and 

apply noise reduction. So it's actually our way of sort of marrying directionality with 

noise reduction, if you will. So in a Premium product, you're able to adjust the strength 

of directional speech enhancement, with three different options minimum, medium and 

maximum. Sound equalizer has six individual frequency response options. So 

essentially, we're looking at six environmental classifiers. You have the eWindscreen 

Binaural in a Universal Program, it's automatic, this is pretty unique to our technology, 

doesn't require a separate program. And then we have the option of specialized 

programs that include our reverberant room for those echo type situations and three 

HD music programs, that include live music, musician and recorded. Our advanced 

technology, by contrast, you're looking at 32 channels of signal processing and 16 

handles. SpeechFocus is a little different. In the car, it's still automatic, but you get the 

options of front, back and omnidirectional. So if the loudest speech comes from either 
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side, you're going to get omnidirectional. Directional speech enhancement is either in 

the minimum setting or off. For our sound equalizer or our classification system, you're 

going to have three options. eWindscreen Binaural can be added in a manual program 

for this technology level. And you have one HD music option that's going to sound 

most like the Musician program in the Premium. So when we look at our portfolio, I 

think you would agree we really do have an option that's going to meet the needs of 

most wearers whether their priority is discretion. So we have our IF hearing instrument, 

or full connectivity, or even full connectivity with rechargeability. So if you wanna look 

at all of our Bluetooth options, those are denoted now in that blue box. And I think you 

would agree that we have a wide variety of connectivity options with form factors with 

our platform. Programmers for our TH 19 products are going to include Connexx Air for 

wireless hearing instruments that do not have Bluetooth and then our Noahlink wireless 

is the programming option for our hearing instruments with Bluetooth connectivity. So 

we have three new exciting products that are being added to the Select Platform or 

portfolio.  

 

Let me introduce you to the TH BTE LI 19. This is going to be available only in the 

Premium performance level. It is an inductive rechargeable BTE. So you notice you 

have the option with these BTEs to configure as a slim tube or with a traditional 

earmold. But the advantage with inductive rechargeability is that it has a very 

integrated design, you don't have a whole lot of moving parts and openings. Another 

advantage is the auto on, off. So the hearing instruments automatically turn off when 

you place them in the charger and automatically turn on when they're removed from 

the charger. These hearing instruments, of course, have our unique Own Voice 

Processing feature and Soundscape Processing. They are fully Bluetooth connectivity 

with lithium-ion, so it's a rechargeable, fully connected hearing instrument. It's IP 68 

rated, which is the highest IP rating you can achieve. So it's a very robust hearing 

instrument. We also have our TruHearing SR LI 19, so SR denoting SLIM RIC, so this is 

a new form factor. So this is also a Premium performance level hearing instrument. 
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This is a hearing instrument that has a very unique design and really does attract 

consumers and has the potential to drive business through that best design. And it still 

incorporates all of that proven hearing aid technology. So when we think about 

patients who might never have worn hearing aids, so we can really truly convert a lot of 

skeptical or maybe resistant hearing aid adopters with this form factor. You may wanna 

take a look at our white paper on our Slim RIC offering. That shows if you add this form 

factor to your choices that are presented to your patients, we can actually convert 90% 

of patients to at least choosing something to be fit with. And where 24% of patients 

that were presented with options that did not include this Slim RIC design chose not to 

wear a hearing instrument at all. So you're converting an additional 14 to 15% of 

patients to wearing hearing instruments by potentially offering this Slim RIC. This 

hearing instrument also has fully-featured connectivity direct Bluetooth connection, 

that's to our iOS users, very flexible with lithium-ion rechargability, and a slim portable 

charging case.  

 

So these charging case itself actually stores charging for your patients. So when we 

look at this in a little closer detail, and I have to kind of chuckle at this particular image 

on the screen, I do wanna remind you that you do need receivers for our Slim RIC 

hearing instruments. The receivers are actually fixed in these instruments. But this Slim 

RIC offering has actually been available, at least on the Signia side for a period of time, 

and this is not truly been an issue in the field. So we have, of course, the best 

audiology, fully proven, TruHearing 19 feature set, full connectivity, both exchange of 

data between the hearing instruments and Bluetooth Low Energy, we can fit 90% of 

wearer's using this receiver, which is our 119 output, 60 gain with a size two and three 

links that are available. You have a full day wearing time, that's 19 hours without 

streaming and about 16 hours when a patient streams about five hours a day. You 

have that rechargability on the go that's stored in the charger itself. So you actually get 

three additional days of wear time that's stored in that portable charger. So for 

example, your patient that's on the go could confidently head out for a weekend trip 
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and not have to worry about recharging or plugging in that charger. They would simply 

place the hearing instruments in their portable charger overnight to recharge. This is an 

overview of the charger itself. So, it's very stylish. It's about three times smaller and 

lighter than our competitive chargers. Convenient LED lights on the front are going to 

show charging status. Very easy handling in the case design. The charger itself, you 

get about three hour charge time for the hearing aids, and then an additional two hour 

charge time for the portable case. So it does not take very long to get those fully 

charged. And you even have the advantage of a 30-minute fast charge that for your 

patient is gonna provide that five hours of additional listening. And also auto on/off, so 

automatically powers on and off when the Slim RIC Lithium-Ion 19 is removed and 

inserted from that charger. So I want us now to kind of switch gears a little bit. I want 

you to think about your patients or individuals who have an unaidable ear, and the 

struggles that they experience. Some of these are well known localization, hearing and 

background noise, hearing when speech is located from that bad side, has shadow 

effect, etc. So let's take a look at our options for these wearers. So I want to introduce 

our CROS Lithium-Ion 19.  

 

This is going to have the same housing as the RIC LI 19, is going to be compatible with 

the RIC Lithium-Ion 19 and the BTE Lithium-Ion 19. It also utilizes that inductive 

lithium-ion charger that you saw earlier in the presentation. When you have patients 

configured as BiCROS, you also have the advantage of our Own Voice Processing and 

narrow directionality. So being able to provide better speech understanding and noise, 

which we know is a chief complaint for our single-sided deaf patients. And you have 

the convenience of lithium-ion with 21 hours of wearing time, which is really 

unprecedented in CROS product. So really now you have a product that has all of 

these advanced audiology features, it's fully connectivity, you have rechargability. So 

it's really one of the most fully-featured CROS products on the market. So now let's 

take a look at some new TruHearing choice additions. So a little bit of a review, this 

looks similar to the slide that I showed you earlier. Again, building off all of our 
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successful features sets, beginning with binax and then evolutionary through primax 

and then Nx is the platform that is the same as the TH 19. When we translate into 

Signia terms. Again, e2e Wireless 3.O, being able to share audio processing, 

SpeechMaster, HD Music, EchoShield and Own Voice Processing, in addition to 

narrow directionality. So now, what we're adding to the platform is our Xperience 

technology. So this is our new platform, adding another dimension in hearing. This is 

enabled by our YourSound technology. We're gonna talk about that more in just a 

moment. But this technology, this platform integrates acoustic motion sensor for the 

very first time. That for your patient, is going to provide both full awareness, instant 

listening support, even in the noisiest environments. It is the most intelligent hearing 

aid to date, optimized for wearer's individual needs. So let's take a look at a cocktail 

party situation. In this cocktail party situation, we have three hearing aid wearers. I 

have Dorothy Dots, I have Stanley Stripes, and our friendly and attentive waiter, Wally. I 

think you would all agree that they're all in the same setting, but they could have very 

different needs. And that's always been a challenge with hearing instruments in the 

past. Remember, we've had the options with our classifiers, essentially taking any 

environment and sort of trying to put it in a bucket, if you will.  

 

But again, this is the same environment, yet we have three individual wearers whose 

needs are very different. So Xperience is going to be able to address that with our 

acoustic motion sensors. So for example, if we look at Dorothy Dots, you can see she 

has a conversation partner in the front. And let's say this conversation partner is 

actually fairly soft spoken. The advantage with Xperience is that one of the acoustic 

features that we're looking at with this platform is the signal to noise ratio. Whereas in 

the past, we've always looked at sort of a noise floor as a trigger point for 

directionality. How about we think of signal to noise ratio instead. So if we have a 

negative or poor signal to noise ratio, and I think we would all agree, that can even 

happen in quieter situations. So if Dorothy Dots conversation partner is soft spoken, 

then we're in a truly challenging signal to noise ratio. And we're going to be able to, 
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with Xperience, provide her with a little directional support. What if her conversation 

partner were to leave the room, maybe to go get her another drink? Then her 

conversation shifts to the rear. And perhaps Stanley Stripes gives Dorothy Dots a 

compliment. In this situation while she waits for her conversation partner to return, she 

actually would be able to have access to that conversation behind her and be very 

pleased that she received a compliment. Then if we look at Stanley Stripes, let's think 

that his conversation partner is quite loud. So again, in that situation, we may not need 

as much directional support, so all of that is taken into consideration and then perhaps 

Stanley Stripes can enjoy more awareness of other things behind him, or in the 

environment. And Wally the waiter is moving through the environment. So he's in 

motion. So his directional support is gonna change as he moves or stops in the 

environment to take an order. So all of this is taken into consideration by the 

technology that drives Xperience platform. So YourSound technology, you're going to 

have the input, which is driven by our acoustic and motion sensors. So for the first time 

hearing instruments can actually understand not only where you are, but what you're 

doing and how you're interacting in your environment.  

 

Then we apply all the signal processing, both for the Soundscape and for the Own 

Voice. The result, the end result is YourSound. Now while those two terms are together 

with no space, I like to say YourSound, because it is truly a customized output based 

on all of this information being received by the hearing instruments. So on this 

platform, I want to introduce you to the Pure 312 X. So with a T-Coil we're going to 

have a T-Coil both as a finished good, if you order it with a tele coil option. So this is 

going to be available in just a couple of weeks, the T-Coil as a finished good. If you 

decide at some point that you want to add the T-Coil, then you have the option of 

doing so by using something simple as a Color Conversion Kit. So it is something that 

you can add at a later point for your patient. Keep in mind that if you have a T-Coil 

enabled product, you still must give that wearer a T-Coil program and the software. 

And I'd like to introduce the Pure Charge&Go X. So when we compare the Pure 
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Charge&Go X to its predecessor, it is 16% smaller, but yet provides additional 20% 

capacity in the charge. Another difference you'll see right off the bat is the availability 

of a rocker switch on board that hearing aid. You're going to get up to 23 hours without 

streaming, and then 20 to 21 hours with five hours of streaming. And a new charger, so 

I'd like to introduce Inductive Charger II, with that protective lid that's been requested 

by the field, it's also backwards compatible. So if you have other inductive charging 

hearing instruments, lithium-ion, they can use this charger. It also can accommodate 

any custom molds inside the charger. It has a dehumidifier, still has the 30 minute fast 

charge, intuitive LEDs that shows charging status. And colors, so a wide variety of 

colors with two new options, silver and rose gold. These products on the Xperience 

platform are programmed with the NoahLink Wireless only. This is showing you the 

Signia portfolio overview as of the 1st of this month. So we have a wide variety of form 

factors. Let's just kind of take a look at what's new because we're adding to the choice 

portfolio some essential technology level products. New essential products available in 

the RIC 10 form factor, RIC 312, RIC 13, the BTE 13, BTE 13 P and the Click ITE.  

 

So lots of new options on the essential line. So we have three rechargeable solutions in 

the 2Nx and and iNx performance levels for Styletto, Pure Charge&Go and the Motion 

Charge&Go. And then we now introduce battery driven devices for the 2Nx and 1Nx 

with the other form factors. So we have lots of solutions for meeting the needs of your 

single-sided deaf patients, so three CROS solutions. We have the Pure Nx and Motion 

Nx Charge&Go that's compatible with our CROS, compatible with Bluetooth enabled 

Nx. All transmitters though, are going to require the technology level seven, five and 

three. And then we also have our Insio non-Bluetooth Nx, all sizes and Silk Nx for 

CROS wearers. The Signia app, so we do have a new app. In the past, we had several 

apps to choose from, including touchControl, myControl and myHearing, enough for 

you to occasionally say, "Well, which app do I need to be using?" And now we're going 

to integrate all of those into one single app, that's our Signia app. You're going to see 

these screenshots, they're gonna be quite intuitive. We have a volume control. And 
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now we have sound balance that's available from the front part of the app instead of 

kind of being hidden in a sub menu. Patients can directly activate their stream devices 

including StreamLine TV. So if they have a StreamLine TV paired to that hearing 

instrument, it will show up in the app. In addition to the directional hearing, which is a 

manual override, if you will, that allows the wearer to choose the area of focus for the 

hearing instrument or choose the amount of span, or being able to, when you have 

front focus, narrow that front focus as much as they need to for that particular 

situation. So it's very simple, easy to use, one app for all devices and use cases. 

Hearing aid specific features through the adaptive app layout. So if a particular feature 

is not available in a hearing instrument that's paired to that app, it will not show up in 

the app for that patient. So full integration of remote control, streaming and telecare 

options all in a single app. And of course our accessories, StreamLine Mic, StreamLine 

TV and our miniPocket. Again, I encourage you to really take a listen to that StreamLine 

Mic and consider it as an option for your Android wearers. It also provides completely 

hands-free options for our Apple iOS wearers. And with that, that concludes our 

webinar. That was a lot of information.  

 

One thing I would really encourage you to do, we really just hit the tip of the iceberg 

when we looked at the Xperience technology platform for the choice portfolio. We do 

have a more in-depth webinar available on AudiologyOnline that is recorded and 

available now. So for additional information on the Xperience platform, I would 

encourage you to take a look at that webinar. With that, we have about one minute left 

and I will open the floor for questions. All right, I'm not seeing any questions come 

through. So that must have meant I did a really good job explaining all this technology. 

I appreciate your attendance today and your attention and hope you truly found it 

beneficial, and I look forward to seeing you in additional live webinars for TruHearing. 

Thank you so much. 

. 
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